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Abstract. A multi-tenant application is a software delivery model in
a Software as a Service (SaaS) context, where an application is deployed once and serves multiple customers (tenants). Every tenant has
its own functional configuration of the application, but shares resources
like memory, database and software assets with other tenants. From a
software product line’s (SPL) point of view, all tenant configurations of
a multi-tenant application constitute a product family. We assume, that
model-driven SPLs can be used to generate multi-tenant applications
and customise tenant configurations. The abstraction of the system’s
architecture and variability as models will help us to analyze, deploy
and undeploy configurations at run time. We will generate scalable and
customisable multi-tenant applications. To achieve this, we will define
a compositional application design, where only used functionality is included in an application, but can be extended on demand, e.g., when
a new tenant configuration will be inserted. Thus, we will figure out a
deployment strategy to find the best matching multi-tenant application
in a distributed server environment to deploy a tenant configuration to.
Keywords: Software as a Service, On-Demand System, Dynamically
Adaptive System, Deployment Optimisation, Semi-Dynamic SPL
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Motivation

A multi-tenant application is a special form of a multi-user web application [1].
It is installed once and serves multiple tenants. Two types of users exist in the
system: tenants and end-users. A tenant is an organisation that contracts the
usage of the application, and to whom’s demands the application is tailored. Endusers belong to a certain organisation and work with the tailored application.
Tenants share resources, like software assets and memory, but have their own
data and usage context within the multi-tenant application [2]. To serve multiple
tenants, two application designs can be distinguished single-instance application
and configurable single-instance application. In the first case, the same functionality and workflow is offered to all tenants, but every tenant has its own data. In
the second case, a tenant does not only have its own data, but the application’s
functionality can be configured due to customer needs. Since the latter case is
more general, we focus on that one. To manage the variability of different tenant
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configurations concepts from software product line (SPL) engineering could be
applied [3]. Using model-driven SPLs raises the level of abstraction and enables
the modeling of functionality as well as the system architecture. Those models
can be used at design time as well as at run time for analysing, deploying and
undeploying tenant configurations. Therefore designing a model-driven SPL for
generating multi-tenant applications is needed (Problem 1). To realise a configurable single-instance multi-tenant application, two architectural designs are
possible, a annotational application design and a compositional application design. In the annotational design approach, the deployed application architecture
contains all features of the system, tailored to the tenants at runtime according
to their configuration. Because variability binding is done at runtime, all software artefacts need to be deployed. Much storage and performance is required to
bind the variation points according to the tenants configuration, because all feature combinations must be checked at runtime. Second, the compositional design
approach assumes, that the architecture of the final system only includes used
components. This reduces the installation space. Less performance is needed to
check the tenant configuration because less features are available. Thus, a compositional application design with support for deployment and undeployment of
components at run time is needed (Problem 2). The worst case in this scenaraio
is, that all components must be installed as in the annotational approach. That
happens only, when the configurations of multiple tenants differ highly from
each other. The challenge is to prevent this by using algorithms for effienctly
deploying and undeploying tenant configurations (Problem 3).
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Related Work

Our approach is related to work in the field of SPLs in general, run time adaptation of component based architectures in distributed environments and software
architectures for multi-tenant applications.
In [4] the authors propose an approach to create multi-tenant web applications by combining SPL techniques with a multi-tenant service-oriented architecture (SOA). In contrast we use model-driven SPL techniques to model the
variability in functionality as well as in the architecture of component-based
multi-tenant application. Based on those models, we propose a strategy for efficiently deploying new tenant configurations into running multi-tenant applications. We use a compositional application design, where only used functionality is
included in a running multi-tenant application but can be extended on demand.
An approach for dynamic run time adaptation of component-based architectures using feature models is presented in [5]. This approach focuses on selfconfigurable dynamic software product lines (DSPLs). The provided framework
supports static binding of features at compile time and dynamic binding at load
or run time. Dynamical binding of features is needed for self-configuration of the
system. In contrast, we focus on the deployment algorithm for tenant configurations to find the best fitting multi-tenant application to deploy to, according to
containt features and qualities, like server workload or distance.
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Generating Multi-Tenant Applications

We develop a model-driven SPL to support the dynamic deployment and undeployment of tenant configurations in a distributed server environment (server
farm). We call it a semi-dynamic software product line (SDSPL), because selecting and generating a variant takes place at design time, whereas variant
deployment takes place at run time (Objective 1). Restarting a server would
influence many tenants and is, thus, not desired.
Our approach will provide a three-staged customisation process (Objective
2). First, the provider configures the multi-tenant application according to a
tenant’s needs in the SDSPL. Second, a tenant can customise its provided application using given extension mechanisms, e.g., for branding the application. The
customisations are deployed in the multi-tenant application’s architecture, but
only visible to the tenant, who created them. Finally, an end-user can personalise
the application, e.g., adjusting the look and feel. In the following, we focus on
the first stage, the configuration and deployment of a tenant configuration.
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Fig. 1. A Tenant Configuration Represented as Models at Design Time.

In the SDSPL, as shown in Fig. 1, a feature metamodel is used to describe
variability in functionality (e.g., alternatives, mandatory functions, optional features, constraints and dependencies between features) in the problem space [6].
Analogously, variability in the application’s architecture is described by an architecture metamodel [7] in the solution space. A mapping between both spaces
specifies how application functionality is realised technically in the application’s
architecture. The steps to create a valid tenant configuration at design time are
equal to the steps to select a product configuration in a model-driven SPL [8],
[9]. We will specify a compositional component-based design for multi-tenant
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applications (Objective 3), where models of different tenant configurations form
a multi-tenant application as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Tenant Configurations Forming Multi-Tenant Applications at Run Time.

New tenant configurations will be integrated into existing multi-tenant applications by adding new components to the already deployed architecture without
influencing other configurations. In contrast to instantiating a single application in the classical SPL way, a new tenant configuration will be integrated into
an existing multi-tenant application’s architecture at run time. We will define
an algorithm to identify the delta between the new tenant configuration and
the deployed application (Objective 4). The algorithm takes into account nonfunctional qualities, like workload or server distance. When a tenant’s contract
ends, its configuration must be undeployed from the running system (Objective
5). Therefore its configuration model is compared to the remaining ones of other
tenants. Unused components are removed and probably a reconfiguration of the
remaining components takes place. The tenants configuration and data cannot
just be deleted but must be archived.
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Research Method

We will formalize the given objectives and implement them in an integrated
tooling for SDSPL. The environment will support creation and deployment of
tenant configurations. The deployment and undeployment algorithms will be
integrated in the tooling. As a key factor, our approach will be evaluated on
industrial scale application examples. Furthermore, it must be approved, that
components at runtime form valid configurations in the multi-tenant application.
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